The Only Camera You’ll
Ever Need
How many times have you said to yourself, “I wish I could take a
picture of this?”
We’ve all been there.
You’re fumbling around with your smartphone . . . trying to snap a
shot of something (or someone) outrageous . . . hoping they don’t see
you . . . and struggling to keep your amateur shutterbug skills on the
down low.
Hey, you’re no paparazzi . . . but there are times when you’d love to
snag some pictures – maybe even some high-quality video – without
letting the world know what you’re doing.
I’ll let you in on a little secret: there’s absolutely nothing wrong with
wanting to capture the kind of true-to-life moments that are only
possible when people don’t see you lugging a camera around!
Think about it: when’s the last time you tried to sneak a picture with
your smartphone, only to lose the authenticity of the moment once
you’ve been discovered?
Don’t you wish you could take pictures of friends and family in public
without drawing the attention of everyone that passes by?
Maybe you’ve desperately wanted some everyday shots of your kids .
. . but every time you pull out your camera they clam up.
That’s where the Extreme Spy Pen Camera 1080 fits in.
Candid shots can’t be faked . . . kids can’t be tricked . . . and subjects
can’t clean up their act for the second take when you’re rolling with
the best pen camera on the market.

No wonder more people are choosing the Extreme Spy Pen Camera
HD1080 as the ONLY camera to fill all of their photography and
videography needs.

Don’t waste your money on cheap knockoffs.
What sets this pen camera apart from cheaper, inferior competitors?
The lightweight Extreme Spy Pen Camera HD1080 effortlessly
captures seamless images in 1080p from your shirt pocket, vehicle
dash, or custom vantage point . . . keeping you focused on the action
without weighing you down.
The durable, impact-resistant HD1080 also provides protection that
rivals the best action cameras on the market – without the need for
overpriced housings and accessories.

Don’t miss another moment.
The Extreme Spy Pen Camera HD1080 is perfect for candid HD
video and POV shots . . . allowing photographers to record genuine
reactions at birthday parties, sporting events, and weddings – all
without having to force friends and family to strike a pose.
Professional photographers and amateur shutterbugs alike will be
BLOWN AWAY by the HD1080’s user-friendly video settings,
ensuring high quality video production at a fraction of the size of
bulky, conspicuous HD video recorders.
Before you buy another camera, find out what the Extreme Spy Pen
Camera HD1080 has to offer:
• High Definition 1080p & 720p Video Quality
o Shoot crystal-clear 1080p video at 30fps or 720p at 60fps
for the sharpest home movies you’ve ever seen.
• Seamless 60fps Action Mode
o Never miss another moment with the HD1080’s 60
frames-per-second video capture mode.

• Covert Light Setting
o The HD1080’s flashing indicator light lets you know you’re
recording before shutting off, keeping your pen camera
concealed for the best candid video clips possible.
• Customizable Video Settings
o Adjust the desired exposure, white balance, contrast,
saturation, sharpness, and video quality to create
professional-grade clips in a variety of scenes and
settings.
• Low Light Performance
o Late-night sporting events. Dance recitals. Outdoor
concerts. These challenging, low-light conditions can
result in disappointing, dark, and grainy videos. But with
the HD1080’s high-performance low-lux lens, you’ll be
able to record any dim and shadowy occasion with
minimal pixilation.
• Time/Date Stamp
o Keeping your clips organized is essential to enjoying them
later. With the H1080’s time and date stamp feature, you
can keep track of the day and time each video is
recorded, saving you the hassle of fumbling through
countless files searching for last year’s holiday reels.
• Still Photo Mode
o Take a picture whenever the mood strikes. The H1080
easily captures still images with a resolution of
2048x1536 in JPEG format.
• Integrated Lithium-Ion Battery
o Fueled by a rechargeable 380mAH battery that can be
topped off with any USB port, the HD1080 delivers 70-80
minutes of battery life with each full charge.

• Plug & Play Simplicity
o The HD1080 is fully compatible with Windows and Mac
operating systems – simply plug it into your USB port and
you’re ready to roll.
Life’s little moments are fleeting. Don’t miss another opportunity to
capture them in their truest form.
This pen camera will REVOLUTIONIZE the way you take photos and
video.
Why wait another day?
See for yourself why our customers are calling the Extreme Spy Pen
Camera HD1080 the most life-changing device they’ve purchased in
years.
We look forward to hearing from you!
_______________________________
P.S. Order online at www.penrecorderpro.com and start capturing
amazing photos and videos even sooner!

Mail your order today!
To take advantage of our offer, simply fill out and return the enclosed
order form.
Our pen camera is 100% satisfaction guaranteed or your money
back. No questions asked . . . and no hard feelings.

The Extreme Spy Pen Camera HD1080
Harnessing the power of today’s popular action cameras
and professional-grade camcorders – all in a single,
fully functional ballpoint pen.

